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The Royal Tour of Britain
To travel Britain is to travel through a land with rich history and tradition,
metropolitan cities and quaint villages, rolling green hills and jagged
coastlines. Explore this diverse land on this tour which has been especially
designed to include Royal connections from the historic streets of
Edinburgh to the excitement of London, one breathtaking step at a time.

•
•
•

See Balmoral Castle, the summer residence of the Queen
Visit Kensington Palace, the former home of Queen Victoria &
Princess Diana
Visit the Royal Yacht Britannia, the former royal yacht of the British
monarch

9 days From AU$4,899pp*

FIND OUT MORE

Discover Portugal
From cosmopolitan Lisbon to Porto’s medieval cobblestone streets,
Portugal is a country of glittering contrasts. The remote natural gem of
the Douro Valley, Roman ruins and world-famous pilgrimage sites are
guaranteed to impress on this tour, which gives us a taste of the real
Portugal still basking in the glow of ancient customs.

•
•
•

Cruise the Douro River in a traditional-styled but electric powered
rabelo boat
Explore the spectacular Coimbra University Library
Visit the magnificent UNESCO World Heritage-listed Jeronimos
Monastery in Lisbon and the Shrine of our Lady of Fatima in Batalha

7 days From AU$3,699pp*

FIND OUT MORE

The Baltic Highlights
A decadent display of Baltic history, lavish palaces and tranquil towns, this
tour allows us to embark on an impressive journey together taking in one
highlight at a time.

•
•
•
•

Entry to The State Hermitage in St Petersburg, Tallin Dome,
Catherine Palace, Treblinka Museum and more
Savour the taste of local beer in Lithuania, accompanied by lunch
and a traditional folklore show
Take a step back in history with a visit to an old Soviet bunker in
Latvia
Try your hand at mastering the art of marzipan painting in Tallinn

13 days From AU$5,699pp*
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DEPARTURE

LOUNGE
Questions
answered
WHEN IS THE BEST TIME
TO VISIT EUROPE?
There is no doubt summer
months are the best time to
visit the UK and Europe due to
the warmer climate, however,
July and August are the ‘peak’
months when most of Europe
is on holidays and you might
find more popular areas
particularly busy.

Travel Tips
1

Forget paying ridiculous prices for water in airports. You can’t check
water through baggage screening but you can take your own empty
water bottle and then just fill it up once you’re through.

2

With mobile phones, iPads or other electronic devices, if you forget
your wall charger or converter but you have the cord – or can buy one
– most TVs in hotels these days have USB ports. Just plug your cord in
and you’re charging.

3

While on power, don’t pack four convertors for your trip to keep
everything charging, pack one and a powerboard. (Note: some cruise
lines confiscate powerboards but you’re safe in hotels).

If you prefer to travel away
from the crowds, May-June
and Sept-October can be
more pleasant times to visit.
The winter months are great
alternatives to experience
Europe’s festive seasons.
November-January being the
best winter months to travel
and catch Christmas Markets
and the best sales. BackRoads’ winter tours have been
adapted to allow you to see
the best of each destination
at this time and they take into
account closed attractions.

Next month...
Our destination focus in April is magnificent France! Make sure to catch the next edition of Back-Roads
Magazine for an in-depth look at the castles, gardens and markets of the beautiful Loire Valley. We’ll also
have more travel tips, deals and a preview of the wonderful new Asia itineraries commencing in September.
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Download the app
Our new App will make your travels with Back-Roads Touring even more memorable. Available now for download free
from the Google Play Store and Apple’s App Store, this very handy travel companion enables you to store personal
information, view tour maps, track your itinerary and even access a group chat to connect with fellow travellers
before, during and after your trip.
The App, which can be used offline while on tour, also includes weather forecasts, a currency converter and budget
functionalities.

Travel spotlight
If you’re looking for fresh ideas for your next travel adventure, we
might have something for you. On pages 14 and 15 we showcase the
incredible landscapes and fascinating history of Iceland.
If there is one destination that will leave you speechless with its
natural beauty, this is it.

Fun Fact
It might surprise you to learn the world’s most visited city in 2017 was
Bangkok. The Thai capital attracted more than 20 million visitors to
claim top spot from London and Paris.
New York with 12.4 million international visitors was back in 8th place
and Sydney was just outside the top 50 with 3.9 million.
www.backroadstouring.com.au
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SIENA, Italy

I

n a region where beauty exists
at every turn, Siena must surely
rank high amongst the must-see
destinations in Tuscany.
This hilly, Gothic enclave has been
described as an open-air museum,
a spectacular medieval time capsule
and a global epicentre of fine art and
cuisine – all apt descriptions of this
captivating city first settled by the
Etruscans.

In fact, the lineage of some families
in Siena today can be traced back to
the late 700’s. Exploring Siena’s World
Heritage-Listed city centre is one of
the great Tuscan experiences.
See it for yourself on our 12-day
ITALIAN INDULGENCE tour that
also takes in Rome, Assisi, Perugia,
Florence, Lucca, Pisa, Lake Maggiore
and more.

FIND OUT MORE

www.backroadstouring.com.au
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Q&A

KRISZTI Imre
It sounds like the dream job. We ask one
of our fabulous Tour Leaders what life is
like when you’re permanently travelling.

W

hen you’re on a smallgroup tour, having a
passionate and engaged
tour leader can make all the
difference to your holiday.
Here we meet a lifelong traveller
who just adores her work. Find out
more about Kriszti Imre.

WHAT IS IT YOU ENJOY MOST
ABOUT THE JOB?
First, it’s the guests we have from all
over the world. And as the name of
the company suggests, taking those
guests on the back roads to tour
different countries and show them
the hidden gems that only locals
know about, is really one of the best
things we do.
Due to the smaller vehicles we have,
we can access really off the beaten
track destinations that not only
guests but I truly enjoy.

“I CAN NEVER TRAVEL
WITHOUT ... ?”
A good pair of walking shoes and
sunscreen; the two most cherished
items in my backpack and what I
recommend to all travellers.

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
STORY TO SHARE FROM ONE
OF YOUR TOURS?

TOP: A beaming Kriszti loves her career as a professional tour leader.
ABOVE: Seville in Spain is one of Kriszti’s favourite cities.

8
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There is a story every day! It’s too
difficult to choose.
The lovely ladies who wrote poetry
and read it out to the group … the
splendid gentleman who’d sailed
the world but had never travelled on
land (he loved it, by the way!) … the
funny man who purchased “hippie”
trousers to fit in with the locals of
Granada … celebrating birthdays or
anniversaries with the group. It’s too
difficult to choose.

MARCH 2018

Everyone thinks that as tour leaders,
we do it because we get paid to
travel which of course is true to an
extent.
But sharing my love for travel with
people who have been dreaming
about these destinations for years is
really what it’s about for me.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE
MEAL WHILE ON TOUR?
Again, there are just too many to list.
Really!
But if I had to narrow it down to
three, I’d say I am a huge fan of
tapas, having a little taste of many
different meals is just a brilliant idea.
I really like a particular restaurant
in Seville, Spain, where all the tapas
is served with a Peruvian influence.
Great spices and flavours.
My second choice would have to be
a tie between one of the hundreds of

cod-fish recipes the Portuguese have
- bacalhau à bras is my favourite and Hungarian lángos (deep fried
dough with garlic, sour cream and
grated cheese).

ABOVE: Kriszti enjoys making new
discoveries on every trip.

For dessert, nothing beats a
Portuguese custard tart with an
espresso!

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST
ABOUT BEING ON THE
ROAD?
The diversity of every day. Having
breakfast in Madrid and dinner in
Toledo on the same day for example.
I love discovering all the best hidden
restaurants and finding the best
coffees and local specialties.
Visiting, and often re-visiting
museums, learning new things every
single time I go to a place and having
a group of enthusiastic people to
share it with, these are all the things I
enjoy most.

TRAVELFILE
READY FOR SPAIN?

Our IBERIAN INSPIRATION
tour explores the historic charm
of Córdoba, Granada, Baeza,
Estremoz and Ronda from oldtown boutique hotels.
Among many other highlights,
you’ll also visit Seville and enjoy
a traditional Flamenco show.

FIND OUT MORE
www.backroadstouring.com.au
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DESTINATION

SPOTLIGHT

• South East Asia •

HALONG
• Writer: Sue Wallace
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Nothing quite prepares you for the sheer
beauty of Halong Bay in North Vietnam.

I

t is a common backdrop for
movies but no matter how many
photographs you have seen or
films you have watched, its beauty
still catches you unaware.
It is not until you are on the bay
in a boat or better still, floating in
the emerald green waters, looking

up at the awesome limestone
karsts and islands, that you truly
appreciate these wonders.
Halong Bay is one of the world’s
natural wonders and was declared
a World Nature Heritage site by
UNESCO in 1994.
There are more than 3000 islands

rising from the clear waters of
the Gulf of Tonkin and stretching
along the 120km coastline of
Bai Chay Beach, right up to the
Chinese border.
The main town in the region is
Halong City, which is bisected by
a bay.
CONTINUED P12

www.backroadstouring.com.au
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DESTINATION

SPOTLIGHT

Fables say the limestone spires
were created by dragons...
FROM P11

Bai Chay, the western part, is the
more scenic and has the most hotels,
restaurants and touts – there are
also casinos, an artificial beach and
resorts. Hon Gai in the eastern part
is connected by the enormous Bai
Chay Bridge. It is a major industrial
port for Northern Vietnam and
really just a stopping off point to visit
Halong Bay.
To get there from Hanoi is about
a three-hour drive through the
countryside where Vietnamese

farmers, both men and women, work
in the rice paddies and tend to their
water buffalo.
The spectacular limestone shapes
have inspired fishermen to name
them for the animals and objects
they resemble.
There is a crocodile, dragon,
elephant, fighting cock, head of
buffalo, neck of horse, black cloud
and a teapot for example.
There are also many caves and
grottoes and boats stop at various
spots around the bay.
The most impressive of the grottoes

ABOVE: A Halong Bay sunset is an
unforgettable experience
INSET: Local boats have intricate
wooden figureheads

If you
look hard
enough, you
may just
make out the
spine of the
dragon.
ABOVE: As a working port, expect to see
locals plying their trade
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is the Hang Dau Go, a huge cave of
three chambers while the Thien Cung
Caves are also worth a look.
A quaint Vietnamese fable about the
creation of Halong Bay captures the
romance and spirituality of the place.
It states that the Gods, seeing an
invading foreign force approaching
the bay, sent down a dragon to drive
off the invaders and protect the local
people.
The dragon smashed up the rocks

around with its flailing tail and
stopped the attack leaving behind
thousands of rocky islands and
outcrops strewn across the bay.
Another version of the fable says the
dragon descended from heaven to
help locals by spitting jewels and jade
to the sea.
If you are not into myths, science
will tell you the limestone and
dolomite karsts were created by the
dual powers of wind and seawater

MARCH 2018

5 DAYS FROM AU$1799pp

eroding the rock over millions of
years … but personally, I like the
dragon theory.
There’s even a modern legendary
creature attached to the bay.
The ‘Tarasque’ is said to haunt the
area and local fishermen delight in
telling stories about its sightings.
As you near the shores of Halong
Bay, take one long last look at the
pretty islands often partly shrouded
in mist.
If you look hard enough, you may just
make out the spine of the dragon,
jutting from the emerald seas – like
those legends say.
It is a wonderful sight that leaves you
wishing you could spend longer …

TRAVELFILE
CURRENCY:

1 Australian Dollar is equivalent to
about 18,000 Vietnamese Dong

WEATHER:

There are three weather systems in
Vietnam. In Hanoi and the north,
expect the hottest weather May to
October.

POWER:

127v or 220V - Adaptor: you will
come across three types of power
socket (A, C and G) so it is best
to pack a generic adaptor that
will handle all two and three-pin
configurations.

FIND OUT MORE

HANOI &
HALONG BAY
MAXIMUM OF 14 GUESTS
Embark on a journey
of discovery and dive
into the mysteries and
culture of Vietnam on this
fascinating five-day tour.
• Enjoy an overnight
cruise in Halong Bay
• Master the art of
Vietnamese cuisine with
cooking classes and
demonstrations
• Marvel at the amazing
scenery of Ninh Binh
INCLUSIONS:

1. 3 nights in boutique
accommodation, 1 night on
an overnight cruise
2. Experienced Back-Roads
Driver & Tour Leader
3. Tours by air-conditioned
vehicle
4. Breakfast daily (B), 2
lunches (L), 3 dinners (D)
5. Walking tour of Hanoi
6. Papier-mâché mask making
in Hanoi
7. Street food tour in Hanoi
8. Vietnamese cooking class
and demonstration

9. Boat cruises as mentioned
in the itinerary
10. Entrance included to: Ho
Chi Minh Mausoleum, Imperial
Citadel of Thang Long, Temple
of Literature

DEPARTURES

TOUR CODE: BAVHHH18

2018
September 15
October 13, 27
November 3, 17
December 15, 29

2019
January 19, 26
February 2, 16
www.backroadstouring.com.au
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TRAVEL

SPOTLIGHT

AMAZING

ICELAND
• Writer: Jason Dutton-Smith

Small but
incredibly
diverse and
absolutely
pristine, Iceland
is a destination
like no other
MAIN: The stunning Seljalandsfoss waterfall.
LEFT: Skogar open-air museum.
ABOVE RIGHT: Reykjjavik, Iceland’s intriguing capital.
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I

celand is turning up the heat. From
just under one million visitors in
2012, numbers doubled in the past
five years and that trend looks set to
continue.
As travellers continue to seek new
and exciting places to visit, this
tiny but spectacular north Atlantic
country has plenty to offer.
With its relatively remote sub-Arctic
location, pristine environment and
the allure of the Northern Lights, this
cool weather nation and land of the
midnight sun has become a bucket
list hotspot.

REVEL IN REYKJAVIK
Reykjavik, Iceland’s colourful capital,
is home to just 123,000 residents
and best enjoyed on foot.
City and waterfront views can be
enjoyed from the 30-plus kilometres
of hiking and biking trails that
surround the city.
Take a stroll to Nauthólsvík
Geothermal Beach, the volcanic
landscape and woods of Heidmork
Nature reserve or along the scenic
riverfront and seaside parks.

Along the way you’ll discover
brilliantly coloured houses, innovative
architecture and public sculptures,
cool cafes and many places of
historical interest.

SNAEFELLSJOKULL
NATIONAL PARK
Around two hours’ drive north
of Reykjavik lies the stunning
Snaefellsjokull National Park where
you’ll discover some of the most
dramatic scenery on the planet.
At times, the landscape looks otherworldly, with its deserted coastline
and pock-marked volcano cliffs and
icy Snaefellsjokull Glacier.

GEOTHERMAL ATTRACTIONS
With earthly energy in abundance,
Iceland has a mystical quality about
it. The geothermal activity bubbling
to the surface creates one of the
country’s most appealing features –
natural spa pools.
Known for their rejuvenative
qualities, these hot baths are popular
with tourists and locals alike.
One of the best is the Blue Lagoon

ICELAND HIGHLIGHTS TOUR 5 days from 5,229pp*

which also offers an upscale retreat
where you can enjoy everything from
in-water massages and mud masks
to saunas and natural steam rooms.
Just 10km from Reykjavik, the
lava landscape surrounds of the
Blue Lagoon and its fine dining
and accommodation make it a
destination unto itself.

TRIP THE LIGHT FANTASTIC
The shimmering atmosphere of
the Aurora Borealis make for a
dazzling light show in the northern
sky. Best seen between September
and March, the bewitching natural
phenomenon is yet another out-ofthis-world experience in Iceland.
The ghostly light formations are
caused by electrically charged
particles colliding as they enter the
earth’s atmosphere at the poles
where the magnetic field is weakest.
Guided tours for Northern
Lights viewing are plentiful, and
although seeing them in action isn’t
guaranteed, at the very least, tours
make for an unforgettable outing in
the Icelandic wilderness.

FIND OUT MORE
www.backroadstouring.com.au
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The Back-Roads App
DOWNLOAD IT FREE NOW!

• MANAGE YOUR BOOKINGS
• CHECK YOUR ITINERARY
VIEW TOUR MAPS
• CHAT WITH OTHER GUESTS
ON YOUR TOUR
• KEEP TRACK OF YOUR BUDGET
• USE THE CURRENCY
CONVERTER
• LEAVE FEEDBACK
• SHARE YOUR PHOTOS
ON FACEBOOK
• CHECK THE TIME AROUND
THE WORLD

OURPUBLISHERS
Well Travelled is a specialist content creation company focusing
on mature travellers. Its unique network of writers, designers,
videographers, digital publishing assets and media partnerships
provide world class solutions for travel companies and Destination
Marketing Organisations.
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